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› Common: Not enough labeled data available

– Labeling is cost-intensive (time-consuming and requires 

domain knowledge)

– Cold-Start

› Better approach

– Agile: Develop a first model with minimal data labeled and 

improve  the model over time 

– Weak Labeling to speed up time-consuming labeling
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Why Few-Shot Learning matters (One reason!)
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Pre-Trained Language Models



Pre-Trained Language Models (PLM)
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› Language Model (LM): Given a context, predict the next word:
› the weather was [MASK] ⇒  [MASK] = (0.5 hot, 0.3 cold, …)

› Semi-supervised learning task (without labels) 
› Trained on very large datasets.

› Transformer-architecture scales up to trillions of parameters  

› Large LM encode general knowledge features
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Masked Language Model (MLM)

The [MASK] is awesome

Masked Language Model

aixia Predicts a masked token 
in a sequence of tokens  
(cloze task).

Models

› BERT

(Main) application

› Classification



Why “Pre-Trained”?
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Pre-Training Fine-Tuning or Prompting

Source task Target task(s)

Language modeling

...

Token Classification (NER)

Sentence Classification
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Fine-Tuning: Sentiment Analysis 

Input x: “Germany is a 
country in [MASK]”

Output y: “Europe”

Input x: “a charmingly 
bourbon air.”

Output y = positive

Example: Sentiment analysis on poem verses

Pre-Training

Fine-Tuning

Model 
architecture 
changed for 

classification
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Fine-Tuning: Sentiment Analysis

Pre-Training

Fine-Tuning

The [MASK] is awesome

Masked Language Model

data2day

Language 
Model

Linear
Layer

Positive

Negative

Neutral

~99% ~1%Param.
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Domain Adaptation

Input x: “a charmingly 
bourbon air.”

Output y = positive

Input x: “among the ____ 
of mankind”

Output y: “ nicest”

Input x: “The world  is a 
beautiful ____”

Output y: “place”

Example: Sentiment Analysis

Domain Adaptation

Pre-Training

Fine-Tuning

Domain 
Adaptation
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Intermediate-task training

Pre-Training

Fine-Tuning Input x: “a charmingly 
bourbon air.”

Output y = positive

Input x: “saw how bad 
this movie was”

Output y = negative

Input x: “The world  is a 
beautiful ____”

Output y: “place”

Example: Sentiment Analysis

Intermediate-Task 
Training



Summary: Pre-Training and Fine-Tuning
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› Pre-Trained language models are a great foundation

› Fine-Tuning has become fast and straight-forward

› Domain adaptation can help to transfer to a specific domain

› Intermediate task-training can teach task-specific knowledge.

› However:

› Architectural changes on model required

› Fine-Tuning on very few data is still challenging



Prompting
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Prompting Overview
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Define a prompt to formulate the original task as language modeling 
problem. 

› No architectural changes needed.

› Popularized by  GPT-3

› Mainly possible with 

large models

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2107.13586.pdf 

https://arxiv.org/abs/2005.14165
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2107.13586.pdf


Zero vs. Few-Shot Learning
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Language Models are Few Shot Learners, https://arxiv.org/pdf/2005.14165.pdf 

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2005.14165.pdf


Aspects of Prompting
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Input x: “a charmingly bourbon air.”

“x. It was such a [MASK] feeling.”

[MASK] = fantastic

“a charmingly bourbon air. 
It was such a [MASK] feeling.”

Answer Mapping: 
[MASK] = fantastic ⇒ y = positive

Prompt Design

Answer Engineering
(Verbalizer)

Template

Prediction 
(most likely word)

Prompting using 
Pre-Trained LM

Answer Mapping

http://phontron.com/class/anlp2021/assets/slides/anlp-10-prompting.pdf 

http://phontron.com/class/anlp2021/assets/slides/anlp-10-prompting.pdf
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Prompt-Based Fine-Tuning

http://phontron.com/class/anlp2021/assets/slides/anlp-10-prompting.pdf

Input x: “Germany is a 
country in  ____”

Output y: “Europe”

Example: Prompting for 
poem verses sentiment 
analysisPrompt-Based 

Fine Tuning 

Template: “x. It was 
such a z feeling.”

“a charmingly bourbon air. 
It was such a z feeling.”

Prediction:  z = 
fantastic

Answer Mapping: 
z = fantastic ⇒ y = positive

Pre-Training

Optimized to predict the 
verbalized words



Summary: Prompting

› Prompting is a good starting point for problems with very few data  

– No architectural changes on  the model needed

– A single model can perform multiple tasks

› However, performance can be very unstable

› Prompt-Based Learning is a promising approach to learn multiple 
tasks on very few data!

› Automatic Prompt Search, Soft Prompts, and much more…
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https://ai.googleblog.com/2022/02/guiding-frozen-language-models-with.html


Summary
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Summary

› Pre-Trained language models are a great foundation.

› With zero or very few data, Prompting is a valid approach to 

achieve first results.

› Having more data, Fine-Tuning or Prompt-Based Learning are 
straightforward approaches.
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Find us, follow us
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@inovexgmbh @inovexlife inovex
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